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Abstract

Impulse indicator saturation (IIS) generalizes the standard Mincer—Zarnowitz test of time-

invariant forecast bias by allowing for arbitrarily time-varying forecast bias. Using both

approaches, the current paper analyzes potential biases in different U.S. government agen-

cies’ one-year-ahead forecasts of U.S. gross federal debt over 1984—2012. Standard tests

typically fail to detect biases, whereas IIS detects economically large and highly significant

time-varying biases, particularly at turning points in the business cycle. IIS defines a generic

procedure for examining forecast properties; it explains why standard tests fail to detect

bias; and it provides a mechanism for potentially improving forecasts.
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1. Introduction

Government debt has attracted considerable attention during the recent financial

crisis and Great Recession. In the United States, federal debt limits, sequestration,

and the federal government shut-down have posed substantial economic, political,

and policy challenges; see The Economist (November 20, 2010), Podkul (2011),

Bernanke (2011, 2013), and Chokshi (2013) inter alia. In Europe, government debt

and fiscal policy are central to current discussions about the euro-area crisis. Be-

cause future outcomes of government debt are unknown, forecasts of that debt may

matter in government policy, so it is of interest to ascertain how good those fore-

casts are, and how they might be improved. A central focus in forecast evaluation

is forecast bias, especially because forecast bias is systematic, and because ignored

forecast biases may have substantive adverse consequences for policy.

Building on Martinez (2011, 2015), the current paper analyzes potential biases

in different U.S. government agencies’ one-year-ahead forecasts of the U.S. gross

federal debt over 1984—2012. Standard tests typically do not detect biases in these

forecasts. However, a recently developed technique–impulse indicator saturation–

detects economically large and highly statistically significant time-varying biases

in the forecasts, particularly for 1990, 1991, 2001—2003, and 2008—2011. Biases

differ according to the agency making the forecasts as well as over time. Biases are
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typically associated with turning points in the business cycle and (to a lesser degree)

economic expansions. Impulse indicator saturation defines a generic procedure for

examining forecast properties; it explains why standard tests fail to detect forecast

bias; and it provides a mechanism for potentially improving the forecasts.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and the fore-

casts being analyzed. Section 3 discusses different approaches to testing for potential

forecast bias and proposes impulse indicator saturation as a generic test of forecast

bias. Section 4 describes indicator saturation techniques, including impulse indica-

tor saturation and several of its extensions. Section 5 presents evidence on forecast

bias, using the methods detailed in Sections 3 and 4. Section 6 concludes. More

extensive results appear in Ericsson (2014, 2015).

2. The Data and the Forecasts

This section describes the data on the United States gross federal debt and the

three different one-year-ahead forecasts of that debt that are analyzed herein. The

forecasts are denoted by their sources:

• CBO (Congressional Budget Office) in its Budget and Economic Outlook ,
• OMB (Office of Management and Budget) in its Budget of the U.S. Govern-
ment , and

• APB (Analysis of the President’s Budget).
The Congressional Budget Office and the Office of Management and Budget are

different agencies within the U.S. federal government. The Analysis of the Presi-

dent’s Budget is produced by the Congressional Budget Office, but the forecast in

the Analysis of the President’s Budget is referred to as the “APB forecast” in order

to distinguish it from the “CBO forecast”, which appears in the CBO’s Budget and

Economic Outlook . The agencies’ publications detail how debt is forecast and the

assumptions made in generating those forecasts. Significantly, the CBO forecast

assumes that current law remains unchanged, whereas the OMB and APB forecasts

assume that the president’s proposed budget is implemented. The assumptions

underlying the forecasts, the complex process involved in generating the forecasts,

and the goals and objectives of that process are of considerable interest in their

own right and merit detailed examination. However, in the spirit of Stekler (1972),

Chong and Hendry (1986), and Fildes and Stekler (2002) inter alia, the current

paper focuses on the properties of the forecasts themselves. The data on the debt

are published by the Financial Management Service at the U.S. Department of the

Treasury in the Treasury Bulletin.

The data on debt are annual (end of fiscal year) over 1984—2012 (29 observa-

tions) and are for total gross federal debt outstanding held by the public and the

government. The CBO, OMB, and APB forecasts typically are published in late

January, early February, and early March respectively, where those months directly

precede the end of the fiscal year (September 30); see Martinez (2011, Table 2;

2015) for details. For convenience, these forecasts are called “one-year-ahead”, even

though the actual horizon is somewhat less than one year, differs for the three fore-

casts, and varies somewhat from one year to the next. Debt and its forecasts are in

billions of U.S. dollars (nominal), and the analysis below is of the logs of debt and

of its forecasts.

Figure 1 plots actual U.S. gross federal debt and its forecasts by the CBO, OMB,

and APB (in logs). Actual and forecast values appear close, reflecting in part the
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Figure 1: Actual U.S. gross federal debt and its forecasts by the CBO, OMB, and

APB (in logs).
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Figure 2: Forecast errors for the log of U.S. gross federal debt.
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scale of the graph: debt increases by approximately an order of magnitude over the

sample. Figure 2 plots the forecast errors for the log of U.S. gross federal debt.

The forecast errors for all three forecasts are often small–under 2% in absolute

value–but sometimes they are much larger, and with the magnitude and even the

sign differing across agency as well as by forecast date. Forecast errors are often

persistent, suggestive of systematic biases in the forecasts. For comparison, the

average growth rate of debt and that growth rate’s standard deviation are 85% and

42% respectively.

The presence of forecast bias has both economic significance and statistical sig-

nificance. That said, the particular sense in which forecast bias is significant de-

pends in part on whether an agency’s forecasts are interpreted as “forecasts” or as

“projections”, where “projections” are in the sense of being policy simulations con-

ditional upon a certain set of assumptions. If the agency’s forecasts are interpreted

qua forecasts, then forecast bias implies potential room for improvement in terms

of standard performance measures such as the root mean squared error. If the fore-

casts are interpreted qua projections, then forecast bias implies a limited usefulness

of the forecasts as representing interesting hypothetical paths for economic policy.

With that in mind, the agencies’ forecasts are always referred to as “forecasts” be-

low, while recognizing that some of these forecasts may be more usefully viewed as

projections. This broader usage of the term “forecast” is also in line with Clements

and Hendry (2002b, p. 2): “A forecast is any statement about the future”. For

some previous analyses of these and other governmental and institutional forecasts,

see Corder (2005), Engstrom and Kernell (1999), Frankel (2011), Joutz and Stek-

ler (2000), Nunes (2013), Sinclair, Joutz, and Stekler (2010), Romer and Romer

(2008), and Tsuchiya (2013). Finally, many prior studies compare forecasts whose

assumptions differ from each other. Hence, the differing assumptions of the CBO,

OMB, and APB forecasts are not grounds per se for not comparing the forecasts.

3. Approaches to Detecting Forecast Bias

This section considers different approaches for assessing potential forecast bias,

starting with the standard test of forecast bias by Mincer and Zarnowitz (1969).

This section then discusses how Chong and Hendry’s (1986) forecast-encompassing

test is interpretable as a test of time-varying forecast bias. Finally, this section pro-

poses using impulse indicator saturation as a generic test of arbitrarily time-varying

forecast bias. This generic test generalizes the Mincer—Zarnowitz test, which is a

test of a constant (i.e., time-invariant) forecast bias.

Mincer and Zarnowitz (1969, pp. 8—11) suggest testing for forecast bias by re-

gressing the forecast error on an intercept and testing whether the intercept is sta-

tistically significant. That is, for a variable  at time  and its forecast ̂, estimate

the equation:

( − ̂) =  +   = 1      (1)

where  is the intercept,  is the error term at time , and  is number of observa-

tions. A test of  = 0 is interpretable as a test that the forecast ̂ is unbiased for the

variable . For one-step ahead forecasts, the error  may be serially uncorrelated,

in which case a - or  -statistic may be appropriate. For multi-step ahead forecasts,

 generally will be serially correlated; hence inference about the intercept  may

require some accounting for that autocorrelation.

Mincer and Zarnowitz (1969, p. 11) also propose a variant of equation (1) in
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which the coefficient on ̂ is estimated rather than imposed. That variant is:

 = 0 + 1̂ +   = 1      (2)

where 0 is the intercept, and 1 is the coefficient on ̂. Mincer and Zarnowitz

(1969) interpret a test that 1 = 1 as a test of the efficiency of the forecast ̂ for

the outcome . The joint hypothesis {0 = 0 1 = 1} is of interest to test as well.
Subtracting ̂ from both sides, equation (2) may be conveniently rewritten as:

( − ̂) = 0 + ∗1̂ +   = 1      (3)

where ∗1 = 1 − 1. Hence, the hypothesis {0 = 0 ∗1 = 0} in equation (3) is
equivalent to {0 = 0 1 = 1} in equation (2).

Below, “Mincer—Zarnowitz A” denotes the regression-based test of  = 0 in

equation (1), whereas “Mincer—Zarnowitz B” denotes the regression-based test of

{0 = 0 ∗1 = 0} in equation (3). While equations (2) and (3) are equivalent,

equation (3) is reported below because it parallels the structure of equation (1),

with  − ̂ as the dependent variable. Mincer—Zarnowitz A (i.e., testing that

 = 0 in equation (1)) is itself equivalent to testing 0 = 0 in equation (3), subject

to the restriction that ∗1 = 0. See Holden and Peel (1990) and Stekler (2002)

for expositions on these tests as tests of unbiasedness and efficiency, and Sinclair,

Stekler, and Carnow (2012) for a recent discussion.

Chong and Hendry (1986) propose another test about forecast errors, namely, a

test of whether one model’s forecasts provide information about another model’s

forecast errors. If one model’s forecasts do provide information about another

model’s forecast errors, then those forecast errors are in part predictable. If not,

then the latter model “forecast-encompasses” the first model. As Ericsson (1992)

discusses, a necessary condition for forecast encompassing is having the smallest

mean squared forecast error (MSFE); Granger (1989) and Diebold and Mariano

(1995) propose tests of whether one model’s MSFE is less than another model’s

MSFE.

Chong and Hendry (1986) and subsequent authors implement many versions of

the forecast-encompassing test. One appealing version is based on the regression:

( − ̂) = 0 + 1 ·(̃ − ̂) + 

=  +   = 1      (4)

where ̂ is the forecast of  by model 1 (say), ̃ is the forecast of  by model 2,

and 0 and 1 are regression coefficients. A test of 1 = 0 is interpretable as a test of

whether discrepancies between the two models’ forecasts are helpful in explaining

model 1’s forecast errors. The joint hypothesis {0 = 0 1 = 1} is also of interest to
test. Equation (4) can be extended to compare several forecasts at once, in which

case the right-hand side of (4) includes the differential of each alternative model’s

forecast relative to model 1’s forecast; see Ericsson and Marquez (1993).

Tests of forecast encompassing are interpretable as tests of time-varying forecast

bias, as the second line in equation (4) indicates. The subscript  on the intercept 
emphasizes the time dependence of the potential bias, which here is parameterized

as 0 + 1·(̃− ̂). The forecast-encompassing test thus focuses on a specific time-

varying form of potential forecast bias.

The time dependence of the forecast bias could be completely general, as follows:

( − ̂) =
P

=1  + 

=  +   = 1      (5)
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where the impulse indicator  is a dummy variable that is unity for  =  and zero

otherwise, and  is the corresponding coefficient for . Because the {} may have
any values whatsoever, the intercept  in (5) may vary arbitrarily over time. In this

context, a test that all coefficients  are equal to zero is a generic test of forecast

unbiasedness. Because equation (5) includes  coefficients, equation (5) cannot be

estimated unrestrictedly. However, the question being asked can be answered using

impulse indicator saturation, as discussed in the following section.

4. Indicator Saturation Techniques

Impulse indicator saturation (IIS) is a general procedure for model evaluation, and

in particular for testing parameter constancy. As this section shows, IIS also can

be used to test for time-varying forecast bias. Doing so provides a new application

of impulse indicator saturation–as a generic test of forecast bias–noting that IIS

has previously been employed for model evaluation, model design, and robust es-

timation. The current section first discusses IIS and its extensions as a procedure

for testing parameter constancy and then, drawing on the framework in Section 3,

re-interprets existing tests of forecast bias as special cases of IIS and shows how IIS

can be used to detect possibly time-varying forecast bias. Section 5 then applies IIS

to analyze time-varying bias in government forecasts of the U.S. gross federal debt.

Impulse indicator saturation and extensions. Impulse indicator saturation pro-

vides a general procedure for analyzing a model’s constancy. Specifically, IIS is a

generic test for an unknown number of breaks, occurring at unknown times, with

unknown duration and magnitude, anywhere in the sample. IIS is a powerful em-

pirical tool for both evaluating and improving existing empirical models, and use of

IIS in forecast development is consistent with a progressive modeling approach; see

White (1990). Hendry (1999) proposes IIS as a procedure for testing parameter con-

stancy. See Hendry, Johansen, and Santos (2008), Doornik (2009a), Johansen and

Nielsen (2009, 2011), Hendry and Santos (2010), Ericsson (2011a, 2011b, 2012), Er-

icsson and Reisman (2012a, 2012b), Bergamelli and Urga (2013), Hendry and Pretis

(2013), Castle, Doornik, Hendry, and Pretis (2013), and Hendry and Doornik (2014)

for further discussion and recent developments.

Impulse indicator saturation uses the zero-one impulse indicator dummies {}
to analyze properties of a model. For a sample of  observations, there are 

such dummies, so unrestricted inclusion of all  dummies in a model (thereby

“saturating” the sample) is infeasible. However, blocks of dummies can be included,

and that insight provides the basis for IIS. A simple “bare-bones” example with

two equal-sized blocks motivates the generic approach in IIS.

Imagine estimating a specification such as the Mincer—Zarnowitz regression (1)

in three steps. First, estimate that model, including impulse indicator dummies

for the first half of the sample. That estimation is equivalent to estimating the

model over the second half of the sample, ignoring the first half. Drop all statisti-

cally insignificant impulse indicator dummies and retain the statistically significant

dummies. Second, repeat this process, but start by including impulse indicator

dummies for the second half of the sample; and retain the statistically significant

ones. Third, re-estimate the original model, including all dummies retained in the

two block searches; and select the statistically significant dummies from that com-

bined set. Hendry, Johansen, and Santos (2008) and Johansen and Nielsen (2009)

have shown that, under the null hypothesis of correct specification, the fraction of

impulse indicator dummies retained is roughly  , where  is the target size. For
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instance, if  = 100 and the target size is 1%, then (on average) only one impulse

indicator dummy is retained when the model is correctly specified.

If the model is mis-specified such that its implied coefficients are nonconstant

over time, IIS has power to detect that nonconstancy. See Hendry and Santos (2010,

Section 4) for an example. Interestingly, the residuals of the estimated model without

any impulse indicator dummies need not lie outside their estimated 95% confidence

region, even with a statistically and economically large break in the underlying

parameters of the data generation process. Also, the IIS procedure can have high

power to detect the break, even though the nature of the break is not utilized in

the procedure itself.

In practice, IIS in the Autometrics routine of Doornik and Hendry’s (2013)

OxMetrics utilizes many blocks, and the partitioning of the sample into blocks may

vary over iterations of searches; see also Hendry and Krolzig (1999, 2001, 2005),

Hoover and Perez (1999, 2004), and Krolzig and Hendry (2001). IIS is a statistically

valid procedure for integrated, cointegrated data; see Johansen and Nielsen (2009).

IIS can also serve as a diagnostic statistic for many forms of mis-specification.

Many existing procedures can be interpreted as “special cases” of IIS in that they

represent particular algorithmic implementations of IIS. Such special cases include

recursive estimation, rolling regression, the Chow (1960) predictive failure statistic

(including the 1-step, breakpoint, and forecast versions implemented in OxMetrics),

the Andrews (1993) unknown breakpoint test, the Bai and Perron (1998) multiple

breakpoint test, tests of extended constancy in Ericsson, Hendry, and Prestwich

(1998, pp. 305ff), tests of nonlinearity, intercept correction (in forecasting), and ro-

bust estimation. IIS thus provides a general and generic procedure for analyzing a

model’s constancy, allowing for an unknown number of structural breaks occurring

at unknown times with unknown duration and magnitude anywhere in the sam-

ple. Algorithmically, IIS also solves the problem of having more regressors than

observations by testing and selecting over blocks of variables.

IIS has numerous extensions; see Ericsson (2011b, 2012) and Ericsson and Reis-

man (2012a) for expositions and developments. Three immediate extensions include

step indicator saturation (SIS), which searches across all possible one-off step func-

tions; super saturation, which searches across all impulses and one-off step functions;

and ultra saturation, which searches across all impulses, one-off step functions, and

one-off broken trends. Higher-order broken trends are also feasible. Other exten-

sions include sequential and non-sequential pairwise impulse indicator saturation;

zero-sum pairwise IIS; many many variables for a set of  potential regressors

(   ), as in the aggregation test of Ericsson (2011a); factors; principal compo-

nents; and multiplicative indicator saturation. A saturation procedure may itself

be a combination of extensions; and that choice may affect the power of the pro-

cedure to detect specific alternatives. See Castle, Clements, and Hendry (2013a),

Castle, Doornik, Hendry, and Pretis (2013), Doornik, Hendry, and Pretis (2013),

and Ericsson (2011b, 2012) for details, discussion, and examples in the literature.

Re-interpretation and generalization. IIS and its extensions provide a concep-

tual framework for re-interpreting existing tests of forecast bias. Equally, IIS-type

procedures generalize those existing tests to allow for time-varying forecast bias.

Ericsson (2014, 2015) discusses how the interpretation of an IIS-based test as a test

of forecast bias faces certain challenges, and how outside information and the dating

of the retained impulses may address those challenges.

The Mincer—Zarnowitz A test (based on equation (1)) is an explicit special case

of super saturation in which only the first step dummy (equivalent to the intercept)
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is included. The Mincer—Zarnowitz A test is also interpretable as the IIS test based

on equation (5), but where 1 = 2 =    =  is imposed , and the hypothesis 1 = 0

is tested.

The Mincer—Zarnowitz B test (based on equation (3)) is a special case of multi-

plicative indicator saturation in which the dependent variable is the forecast error,

the regressors are the intercept and the forecast, and the only multiplicative in-

dicators considered are those multiplied by the first step indicator. Multiplicative

indicator saturation also includes the forecast encompassing test and standard tests

of strong efficiency as special cases; cf. Holden and Peel (1990) and Stekler (2002).

As equation (5) emphasizes, IIS generalizes the Mincer—Zarnowitz tests to allow

for time-varying forecast bias. This observation and the observations above highlight

the strength of the Mincer—Zarnowitz tests (that they focus on detecting a constant

nonzero forecast bias) and also their weakness (that they assume that the forecast

bias is constant over time). These characteristics of the Mincer—Zarnowitz tests

bear directly on the empirical results in the next section.

5. Evidence on Biases in the Forecasts of Debt

This section examines the CBO, OMB, and APB forecasts of U.S. gross federal debt

for potential bias over 1984—2012. Standard (Mincer—Zarnowitz) tests of forecast

bias typically fail to detect economically and statistically important biases. By

contrast, IIS tests detect economically large and statistically highly significant time-

varying biases in the CBO, OMB, and APB forecasts, particularly for 1990, 1991,

2001—2003, and 2008—2011. Forecast biases for a given year differ numerically across

the CBO, OMB, and APB, albeit with some similarities. Tests of and estimates of

forecast bias using extensions to IIS appear in Ericsson (2014, 2015).

Table 1 reports various statistics for testing for bias in the CBO, OMB, and

APB forecasts. The first four rows report statistics for the Mincer—Zarnowitz A

regression, the Mincer—Zarnowitz B regression, forecast encompassing (generalized

for three forecasts), and IIS: equations (1), (3), (4), and (5) respectively. Entries

within a given block of numbers are the  -statistic for testing the null hypothesis

against the designated maintained hypothesis, the tail probability associated with

that value of the  -statistic (in square brackets), the degrees of freedom for the

 -statistic (in parentheses), and (for IIS statistics) the retained dummy variables.

Superscript asterisks ∗ and ∗∗ denote rejections of the null hypothesis at the 5%
and 1% levels respectively, and the null hypothesis includes setting the coefficient

on the intercept to zero.  denotes the number of potential regressors for selection;

and the target size for IIS is chosen much smaller than 1 in order to help ensure

that few if any indicators are retained fortuitously.

The Mincer—Zarnowitz results in the first two rows of Table 1 provide little

evidence of forecast bias for any of the forecasts. The estimated forecast bias for

the CBO is statistically insignificantly different from zero, with  -statistics of 067

and 130 respectively for the two types of Mincer—Zarnowitz statistic. The Mincer—

Zarnowitz statistics for OMB and APB are likewise insignificant, except that the

Mincer—Zarnowitz B statistic for OMB is significant at around the 1% level. Thus,

the Mincer—Zarnowitz A test fails to detect bias in all three forecasts, and the

Mincer—Zarnowitz B test fails to detect bias in two of three forecasts. Standard

tests thus provide little evidence of forecast bias.

Row three and four report the forecast-encompassing and IIS statistics, which

always detect bias for all three forecasts; cf. Martinez (2011, 2015). Notably, IIS
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Table 1: Statistics for testing for bias in the CBO, OMB, and APB forecasts.

Statistic

(target size)

 CBO OMB APB

Mincer—

Zarnowitz A

1 067

[0421]

 (1 28)

396

[0056]

 (1 28)

180

[0191]

 (1 28)

Mincer—

Zarnowitz B

2 130

[0290]

 (2 27)

521∗

[0012]

 (2 27)

105

[0363]

 (2 27)

Forecast-

encompassing

3 838∗∗

[0000]

 (3 26)

1944∗∗

[0000]

 (3 26)

312∗

[0043]

 (3 26)

Impulse

indicator

saturation

(1%)

29 1850∗∗

[0000]

 (8 21)

1990

2001 2002 2003

2008 2009 2010

2804∗∗

[0000]

 (6 23)

1990 2001

2008 2009 2011

1440∗∗

[0000]

 (5 24)

1990 2001

2008 2009

Intercept from OLS 1 027
(033)

{082}

−079
(040)

{−199}

−036
(027)

{−134}

Intercept from IIS

(1%)

29 −058
(015)

{−378}

−079
(018)

{−443}

−060
(016)

{−374}

detects bias for historically and economically consequential years. The dates of

several retained impulse dummies are indicative of important events that potentially

affected the actual federal debt after its forecasts were made.

1990: Iraq invasion of Kuwait on August 2, 1990; July 1990—March 1991 recession.

2001: March—November 2001 recession; September 11, 2001.

2008, 2009: December 2007—June 2009 recession.

Recessions are dated per the National Bureau of Economic Research (2012); and

business-cycle turning points are prominent among the events listed. The four

years listed also highlight the difficulties in forecasting the debt, especially in light

of unanticipated events that affect both government expenditures and revenues;

cf. Alexander and Stekler (1959) and Stekler (1967).

Ericsson (2014, 2015) re-interprets and re-analyzes the estimated biases in light

of the dates for the peaks and troughs of the business cycle, as determined by the

National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER). This re-interpretation leads to a

standardized reformulation of the estimated forecast biases in terms of business-

cycle turning points, augmented by a few additional adjustments. This approach

draws on Sinclair, Joutz, and Stekler (2010), who analyze the Fed’s Greenbook
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forecasts similarly; and on Hendry (1999), who re-interprets IIS-detected outliers in

an economic and institutional framework; see also Ericsson, Hood, Joutz, Sinclair,

and Stekler (2013). Thus, an initially “theory-neutral” analysis using IIS leads

to a “theory-guided” interpretation based on historical knowledge of the economy,

highlighting the informative date-specific information that IIS provides; see also

Hendry and Johansen (2011, 2012). Ericsson (2014, 2015) finds that the biases differ

across the agencies making the forecasts and across the peaks (and the troughs) of

different business cycles, but appear little affected by other factors and, in particular,

do not appear to be politically related. Ericsson (2014, 2015) also discusses some

potential implications of forecast bias, noting that a forecast bias is a conditional

expectation and examining the importance of the information set on which that

expectation is taken.

Table 1 focuses on the statistical significance of the biases for each set of fore-

casts. The corresponding regressions also permit assessing the extent and economic

and numerical importance of the bias for the forecasts. Figure 2 plots the CBO,

OMB, and APB forecast errors; Figure 3 plots the IIS estimates of forecast bias.

The forecast biases vary markedly over time, and they exhibit some similarities

across agencies. For the CBO forecasts, the bias is approximately 2.5% for 1990

and 2001—2003, 5.6% for 2008, declining thereafter, and —0.6% (and statistically

detectably so) for all other years. For the OMB forecasts, the bias is approximately

3% for 1990, 2001, and 2008, —8% for 2009, —4.7% for 2011, and —0.8% for all other

years. For the APB forecasts, the bias is approximately 1.8% for 1990, 2.5% for

2001, 4% for 2008, —3.6% for 2009, and —0.6% for all other years. As a reference,

the residual standard errors for the IIS regressions are 0.72%, 0.87%, and 0.80%

respectively. In several instances, forecast biases exceed 2% in absolute value. These

biases are economically large, especially considering that debt is a stock (not a flow),

and that the forecasts are made less than nine months prior to the end of the fiscal

year.

As Figure 3 shows, the estimated forecast biases are sometimes positive and

are othertimes negative. The Mincer—Zarnowitz tests have particular difficulty in

detecting such biases because the Mincer—Zarnowitz tests average all biases (both

negative and positive) over time, and because the Mincer—Zarnowitz tests assign any

time variation in bias to the residual rather than to the bias itself. As an extreme

example, the Mincer—Zarnowitz A test has no power to detect a forecast bias that

is +$10100 for the first half of the sample and −$10100 for the second half of the
sample, even though this bias would be obvious from (e.g.) graphing the data.

Mincer—Zarnowitz tests also can lack power to detect forecast bias if forecast

errors have thick tails or are heteroscedastic. Ericsson (2014, 2015) shows that

residual diagnostic statistics reject either normality or homoscedasticity for every

Mincer—Zarnowitz regression of the CBO, OMB, and APB forecasts. As follows

from Johansen and Nielsen (2009), IIS provides robust inference about the inter-

cept in such a situation. While heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors may

provide consistent inference, they fail to improve efficiency of coefficient estimates,

whereas robust estimation techniques such as IIS can. Those differences are high-

lighted in the bottom two rows of Table 1, which compare the estimated intercepts

in the (OLS) Mincer—Zarnowitz A regressions with their IIS equivalents. The in-

tercepts in the standard Mincer—Zarnowitz A regressions are statistically insignifi-

cant, whereas the intercepts estimated using IIS are highly significant. Estimated

standard errors appear in parentheses (·) under regression coefficients, and -ratios

appear in curly brackets {·}. Even when IIS is viewed purely as a robust esti-
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Figure 3: IIS estimates of forecast bias for the log of U.S. gross federal debt.

mation procedure, empirical inferences about bias alter dramatically for the CBO,

OMB, and APB forecasts. Bias is present in all three forecasts, and the standard

Mincer—Zarnowitz A test fails to detect that bias.

6. Conclusions

Government debt and its forecasts feature prominently in current economic and

political discussions. The properties of these forecasts are thus of interest, and it

matters how these properties are assessed. Mincer—Zarnowitz tests typically fail to

detect biases in the CBO, OMB, and APB one-year-ahead forecasts of U.S. gross

federal debt over 1984—2012. By contrast, more general tests based on impulse

indicator saturation detect economically large, systematic, and statistically highly

significant time-varying biases in the CBO, OMB, and APB forecasts, particularly

for 1990, 1991, 2001—2003, and 2008—2011. These biases differ according to the

agency making the forecasts, and these biases are closely linked to turning points in

the business cycle and (to a lesser degree) economic expansions. The IIS approach

also explains why Mincer—Zarnowitz tests may fail to detect bias. The Mincer—

Zarnowitz tests average over the biases for all observations, but those biases may

be positive for some observations and negative for others, thereby reducing the tests’

power.

Impulse indicator saturation defines a generic procedure for examining forecast

properties and, in particular, for detecting and quantifying forecast bias. Forecast

bias can be systematic yet time-varying; forecast bias can be difficult to detect in a

timely fashion; and forecast bias may have substantive implications for policy ana-

lysis. IIS aims to address these issues, with IIS characterizing systematic properties

in forecast bias. The IIS approach also links directly to techniques for robustify-

ing forecasts, noting that intercept correction is a variant of super saturation; see

Clements and Hendry (1996, 1999, 2002a), Hendry (2006), Castle, Fawcett, and
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Hendry (2010), and Castle, Clements, and Hendry (2013b).

The IIS approach has many potential applications, beyond its initial roles in

model evaluation and robust estimation. Ericsson (2012) considers its uses for

detecting crises, jumps, and changes in regime. IIS also provides a framework

for creating near real-time early-warning and rapid-detection devices, such as of

financial market anomalies; cf. Vere-Jones (1995) on forecasting earthquakes and

earthquake risk, and Goldstein, Kaminsky, and Reinhart (2000) on early warning

systems for emerging market economies. Relatedly, the model selection approach in

IIS is applicable to nowcasting with a large set of potential explanatory variables,

such as those generated from Google Trends; and it generalizes to systems; see

Doornik (2009b), Choi and Varian (2012), and Hendry and Doornik (2014).
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